
We make true contrast hydrotherapy- meaning side by side cold and hot tubs. Your clients can alternate between
cold and hot tubs, just like in a professional athletic training center.
Steel Frame Construction - Welded 1-1/2 ' x 1-1/2" x 3/16" Hot rolled steel (HRS) Angle with Powder Coated
Finish.
Custom tank size that are welded seamless 304 stainless steel tubs. Radius corners allow for easy cleaning. 
Our tank depths offer a proper plunge experience where you can submerge your whole body easily versus sitting
in a bathtub experience.
We have several tub pump options available depending on your need, all with high flow rates.
Antimicrobial solid surface tub surround that are maintenance free, anti-rot, and long lasting
Architect Tub Surround- do you want a custom look for your facility? We’ll work with your architect and/or
builder to help with your custom look. 
Filtration- 100% filtration through 50 sq/ft Cartridge filter. If you're needing a permitted unit, we can build to
your specifications. 
Water levels can be programmed to specified depths and/or automatically refill between users. Meaning, whatever
amount of water is displaced by the user during their plunge will be replaced with fresh water and/or the displaced
temperature appropriate water
Optional Color Inlaid Logos can be added to your tub surround
Electronic temperature controls for precise settings as low as 38 degrees and as high as 105 degrees (heat
temperature is capped per regulatory standards)
Tub equipment can be built in or near the tubs in a mechanical rack. 
Choose from several Sanitization options. If you're needing a permitted unit, we can build to your specifications. 
Choose between air cooled and water cooled refrigeration systems
HydroTec in-house technology has built a heat recovery system that uses the heat energy removed from the cold
tub water to be transferred to the hot tub water.
Stable water temps during multiple usage and decreased lag time for chilling and heating of water
We offer 2 standard tank depths- 30” depth (will fit through a 36” wide doorway) and 36” depth (will fit through
a 42” wide doorway)
Bench and no bench options on tub tanks.

HydroTec builds professional grade contrast hydrotherapy equipment, that is a fancy way of saying “alternating
between cold and hot tubs”. 

HydroTec’s building frame of reference is from Jon’s 20+ years of building contrast hydrotherapy equipment for
professional sports teams all across the US. This same building frame of reference is used in all our commercial grade
tubs. We build with the user in mind, that is why we choose strong and long lasting components and material that
can handle the demands of a high volume wellness center to the professional sports teams with 400 lbs athletes. 

http://www.hydrotectubs.com/

